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Abstract

Although there is a widespread belief that scaling up HIV voluntary testing and counseling (VCT) programs in Africa will have large prevention benefits through reductions in risk behaviors, these claims are difficult to establish from existing evaluations of VCT. Considerations from behavioral models and the available data suggest that as VCT coverage expands marginal program effects are likely to decline due to changes in the degree of client selectivity, and that potential uptake among those at highest risk is uncertain. The paper also assesses two other common perceptions about VCT in Africa: that a policy of promoting couples-oriented VCT would be more successful than one emphasizing individual testing, and that VCT demand and prevention impacts will be enhanced where scaling up is accompanied by the provision of anti-retroviral drugs.
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1. Introduction

In Africa, where AIDS has had its most devastating impacts and prevalence continues to rise in most countries, there is a crucial need for effective and feasible interventions for HIV risk behavior change. Increasingly, expansion of Voluntary HIV Testing and Counseling services (VCT) has been advocated as a central component of public health efforts to bring down HIV incidence through reductions in high-risk behaviors. Although only a small minority of adults in Africa are currently aware of their HIV status, many governments hope to change this by greatly expanding access to testing and counseling. VCT typically consists of a pre-test counseling session with a trained counselor, the sero test itself, and a post-test session in which individuals are counseled on behaviors to insure they remain uninfected (if they test negative) or avoid infecting others (if positive). Those testing positive are also provided emotional support, and directed to services to provide palliative care and other forms of support. Further, growing numbers of HIV positive people in Africa are expected to have access to antiretroviral therapies that can prolong their lives. Assessment of the need for ARVs naturally requires individuals to be tested.

Evaluations of VCT in Africa to date have focused on measuring the efficacy of VCT in changing risk behaviors of study participants or clients at VCT centers, usually in environments where the service was relatively new. They have not (as least directly) been concerned with what is the broader question of interest, the impacts on prevention behavior and ultimately HIV incidence in the target population for VCT when the intervention is expanded to become widely accessible to this population. That is, they have not evaluated what are variously called program “outcomes” or “effectiveness”. Nevertheless, the results of these studies have been used by many researchers, international organizations, and AIDS policy advocates to argue that a massive scaling up of VCT services can be expected to contribute significantly to public efforts to change behavior and reduce HIV transmission (e.g., see WHO 2003a; Sweat et. al 2000). The purpose of this paper is to assess these claims, or more precisely, to assess the extent to which the available evidence on VCT in Africa can support them. By themselves, existing evaluations of VCT efficacy do not indicate either potential uptake of VCT or how behavioral responses to the program might change as coverage extends beyond initial study participants—two factors that are crucial determinants of the impacts of scaled up VCT programs on prevention behavior and the spread of HIV infection. This study therefore examines whether these gaps in knowledge can be filled by combining plausible conceptual frameworks for the determinants of the demand for HIV testing and its effects on behavior with data from evaluation studies themselves and other sources. It is argued that while some important clues about expanded program outcomes emerge, ultimately these outcomes remain very difficult to predict from the information that is available. Alternative evaluation approaches, notably community level evaluations, are required.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a critical review of the evidence of VCT effects on behavior from evaluations conducted in African settings. Section 3 considers what can be determined about potential program outcomes from such studies. It sets out a simple framework indicating the information that existing VCT evaluations provide and the information they do not but which is also required to assess the impacts of scaling up. Alternative hypotheses are considered regarding the nature of self-selection of
individuals into VCT, which in turn will determine how behavioral responses may change as coverage expands. Data on testers are examined to evaluate one such hypothesis, that VCT attracts individuals with higher than average HIV risk. Information that may provide insights into potential VCT uptake—the other major requirement for predicting the impacts of a program expansion—is also considered. Section 4 shifts the focus from existing data and predictions to a discussion of appropriate evaluation strategies for understanding program outcomes. The next two sections address two important issues in the expansion of VCT. Section 5 considers whether an increasing emphasis on promoting couples-oriented testing will be successful given apparently strong self-selection among couples in the use of VCT. Section 6 considers whether combining VCT expansion with the distribution of anti-retroviral therapies, as is likely to happen on a rapidly increasing scale in Africa, will enhance VCT demand and impacts. The final section summarizes.

2. Efficacy evaluations: does VCT change behavior?

A non-trivial number of published studies have investigated the effects of VCT in Africa, beginning with Kamenga et. al.’s (1991) study of Kinshasa, Zaire. Outcomes are almost exclusively self-reported behaviors such as the number of sexual partners and use of condoms. The most common study design is the one-group pretest and posttest design. Self-reported behaviors of VCT clients are recorded prior to and at some interval after the intervention and any change in behavior is attributed to the intervention. Few evaluations attempted to identify appropriate comparison groups, and only one study used a control group in the context of a randomized trial. In this study, conducted at sites in Tanzania and Kenya (as well as in Trinidad), individuals or couples who had been recruited into the study were randomized into VCT and basic ‘health information’ arms (VCT Efficacy Study Group 2000a).

Overall, this research provides evidence of some reduction in self-reported risk behaviors following HIV testing or VCT. Two main patterns emerge. The first is that risk-reducing behavior change tends to be larger among individuals who test positive than among those who test negative (Allen et. al. 1992b; VCT Efficacy Study Group 2000b; Van der Straten et. al. 1995; Lutalo et. al. 2000). This conforms to a general pattern observed for VCT elsewhere, including the U.S. (Weinhardt et. al. 1999; Wolitski et. al. 1997). One contrasting finding comes from reviews of data from Uganda’s AIC VCT program (UNAIDS 1999) which show that at 6-month follow-up, reported condom use had risen strongly for both HIV positive and HIV negative clients. However, the share of HIV negative clients who were sexually active also increased.

The second common finding is that counseling of couples and/or partner testing appears to be effective at altering risk behavior, and more effective than individual testing and counseling when the two are compared (Allen et. al. 1992a,b; van der Straten et. al. 1995; Kamenga et. al. 1991; VCT Efficacy Study Group 2000b). In particular, serodiscordant partners (one HIV positive, the other negative) who test together adjust their behavior. 77% of Kemenga et. al.’s sample of serodiscordant couples reported using condoms during all episodes of sexual intercourse 18 months after testing and counseling compared with 5% before. Presumably these outcomes occur because couples counseling provides a means for broaching difficult subjects between partners. For women especially it may be crucial for risk reduction to have their male partner agree to testing and counseling, because in many African contexts men have control over
sexual decision-making (Van der Straten et. al. 1995; Ulin 1992). In some cases, individual testers also report risk reduction. Overall in the three sites of the multi-country VCT efficacy study, the percentage of individual testers reporting unprotected intercourse with non-primary partners with non-primary partners declined significantly from baseline, and significantly more than for the health information arm (35% vs. 13% reduction for men, 39% vs. 17% for women) (VCT Efficacy Study Group 2000b).

Not all African studies found reductions in risk behavior from testing or VCT. In particular, a number of analyses found little or no change in contraceptive use or pregnancy rates among women who tested HIV positive (Allen et. al. 1993; Ryder et. al. 1991; Heyward et. al. 1993; Temmerman et. al. 1990). Still, taken as a whole, the research to date gives the impression that VCT leads to reduced risk behaviors in certain groups who test—HIV positive individuals, and couples, particularly serodiscordant ones. They offer less reason for optimism about those who test negative. They suggest, therefore, that VCT will have significant impacts on the epidemic only if it is able to attract large numbers of HIV positive individuals, particularly those who are not yet ill, hence are still sexually active. To do this, the program—unless it is able to draw in such individuals highly disproportionately (and evidence discussed below suggests this is not assured)—must achieve broad coverage of the sexually active population to realize a significant public health impact.

Limitations of existing VCT evaluations

Most of these evaluations are subject to important limitations that may significantly reduce the usefulness of their findings. Almost unavoidably, given the sample sizes that would be required to use biomedical markers for transmission such as new HIV infections, almost all studies rely on self-reports of behavior, though the multi-site VCT study was able to use non-HIV sexually transmitted disease (STD) markers to confirm patterns in reported changes in behaviors. Follow-up periods in many cases are too short—often just several months—to gauge long-term impacts on behavior. Outcome measures are defined somewhat narrowly, which may limit the usefulness of the results to planners. In particular, none of the studies measure the effect of treatment on what health behavior change theories predict are key mediating variables, such as self-efficacy and behavior change knowledge or skills. This is despite the fact that in many cases (e.g., the multi-country study) the counseling strategies were said to have been explicitly informed by such theoretical frameworks and thus were designed to influence these mediating factors. It would be of interest to know whether interventions that explicitly incorporated constructs such as self-efficacy or behavior change skill acquisition are more effective, or whether the key benefit of VCT is simply that it provides information on one’s status that can be used to adjust behavior. The more general point is that evaluations have not paid much attention to aspects of the counseling process, which clearly may differ across interventions and thus potentially determine efficacy.

However, the most serious limitations of this research arise from the study designs employed. First, as is well known, in single group pretest and posttest evaluations, changes in behavior may in part reflect general changes over time rather than the intervention. This is especially of concern with HIV-related interventions since knowledge about the epidemic was
probably growing during the duration of the studies. Equally important, given possible heterogeneity in the population with respect to (for example) motivation for behavior change, the results may reflect self-selection into VCT of individuals who are predisposed to make such changes. The likelihood of this is increased by the fact that in the contexts of almost all of these evaluations, VCT was still rare, hence somewhat novel. As discussed in the next section, this implies that the costs of using VCT (in this case referring to psychological or social costs rather than monetary costs) were probably quite high. Given this barrier, the VCT site or study may have drawn in individuals who were not representative of, and whose response to the intervention may differ from, the target population for the VCT program. As such, the implications for expanding the coverage of the program to a broader share of the target population are not clear.

For these reasons, a great deal of attention has been paid to the results of the one published randomized evaluation of VCT in Africa, the multi-center VCT efficacy study described above. The findings have been heralded in the public health literature and even in the popular press as proving the efficacy of VCT. The estimates have been used in simulations to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of an expanded VCT in saving lives (Sweat et. al 2000). However, even a rigorously conducted randomized study does not necessarily provide meaningful estimates of program efficacy for behavioral interventions such as VCT. Individuals are randomly assigned to intervention and control groups only after recruitment into the study. Recruitment itself is not random but relies necessarily on volunteers and these individuals may be unrepresentative of the target population in terms of motivation or other factors influencing responsiveness to the intervention. As just described, exactly this possibility—selectivity in participation that is correlated with responsiveness to the intervention—forms the basis of much of the criticism of uncontrolled studies. The randomized trial does insure stronger internal validity, meaning that it provides reliable estimates of the effect of VCT on those who volunteer, the ‘effect of treatment on the treated’. But external validity—the credibility of the findings as indicators of efficacy for the target population in general—may be weak.

This problem has long been recognized in the literature on evaluation (Kramer and Shapiro 1984; Heckman and Smith 1995). It suggests the need to interpret the results of the multi-country VCT study with a good deal more caution than has been the case. We would expect the threat to external validity to be large where acceptability of the intervention is low (self-selection into VCT is high) and where it is likely to be correlated with factors determining the response to the intervention (which behavioral models suggest may be the case, as discussed below). In the next section we try to assess the importance of these factors and what they might imply for program outcomes under an expansion.

3. Predicting Program Outcomes

We use some simple formal notation to indicate both the information that existing African VCT evaluations provide and the information they do not but which is also required to assess the impacts of a scaling up of VCT. Define $Y$ as the behavior that is measured, say the reported number of sexual partners or the frequency of unprotected intercourse. The potential outcomes of individual $i$ are $Y_{1i}$ with the VCT program and $Y_{0i}$ without it. The impact of the
program (‘treatment effect’) on \(i\) is therefore \(\Delta_i = Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}\). It is assumed to depend not just on whether \(i\) participates (is a VCT client) but also on individual characteristics \(X_i\) that can be observed (recorded in survey questionnaires) and on characteristics \(u_i\) that are likely to be unobserved. Thus we have \(\Delta_i = Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} X_i u_i C_i = 1\) for participants (Client status=1) and \(\Delta_i = Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} X_i u_i C_i = 0\) for nonparticipants. First consider an evaluation using a randomly selected sample of VCT clients in an area where the service has been operating routinely and is known and available to anyone in the community or catchment area who wants it, i.e., there is no rationing. This seems to describe the context of some of the studies reviewed above. The VCT program outcome is defined as the average treatment effect for the target population, \(E(\Delta_i)\), calculated over those who participate and those who do not:

\[
E(\Delta_i) = E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} | X_i, u_i, C_i = 1) \cdot P_C(X_i, u_i, \delta) + E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} | X_i, u_i, C_i = 0) \cdot P_{NC}(X_i, u_i, \delta)
\]

\(E(\Delta_i)\) thus is a weighted average of the effects on VCT clients and non-clients, with the weights equaling the shares of the target population using and not using the service, expressed equivalently as the probabilities \(P_C\) and \(P_{NC}\) of being or not being a client. These probabilities, like the treatment effects, are assumed to be functions of \(X_i\) and \(u_i\) as well as of the cost of using the service, denoted by \(\delta\). The second term is the average treatment effect conditional on not using the service multiplied by the probability of being in the non-client group. This term is zero unless there is an indirect effect of the intervention on those who do not actually participate. Thus as long as the program is already available to any who want it in the catchment area, the mean population effect is given by the first term alone. The evaluation study provides an estimate of the treatment effect of this group, \(E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} | C_i = 1)\), though the standard one group pretest-posttest design means it is likely to be biased, as noted above. The study does not provide an estimate of \(P_C\), the share of the target population that uses the VCT center. Information on the total number of clients visiting the center is presumably available, and it may be possible to come up with an estimate of the total adult population in the area served to provide a crude share figure. However, if the target population is defined to consist of adults specifically with high risk behavior, more detailed information on risk behaviors of the population at large from a population based survey is needed to define the target population and thus also the share of VCT clients in this population.

Planners are interested in an expansion of VCT services. If this involves only putting the same kind of VCT sites in other areas under similar conditions, the population outcomes in these areas, hence in the country as a whole, still just depends on the estimates of \(E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} | C_i = 1)\) and \(P_C\) in eq. (1). However, the expansion of coverage under consideration may involve greater incentives or reduced costs, broadly defined. These can include not just lower financial costs (or for that matter, positive financial incentives such as transportation reimbursements for those who use the service) but also publicity campaigns to familiarize the population with VCT, to reduce fears or misconceptions about testing, and to address issues of stigma surrounding testing and a positive test result. When VCT is still rare, the psychological or social barriers to its use may be quite significant and the measures just described may reduce these costs, raising the acceptability of the program. At some lower cost \(\delta_1\), additional people are induced to enter the program. The expected change in behavior in the target population is then (the \(X_i\) and \(u_i\) terms are suppressed to
avoid clutter but it should be understood that all treatment effects and probabilities are functions of these characteristics):

\[(2) \quad E(\Delta_i) = E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1) \cdot P_{C1}(\delta) + E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1) \cdot P_{C1}(\delta_1) \]
\[+ E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 0) \cdot P_{NC1}(\delta) \]

The first term on the right hand side is the same as before; those who used the service at the initial cost $\delta$ would also use it at $\delta_1$. But the group that would not use VCT before is now composed of two subgroups, those who are induced to enter the program ($C_{1i} = 1$) and those who remain non-participants ($C_{1i} = 0$). To determine $E(\Delta_i)$, we need to know: $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1)$ and $P_C$, as before; plus $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_{1i} = 1)$, the treatment effect among new participants (or the marginal treatment effect), and $P_{C1}$, the share of the target population represented by this group. However, the evaluation study directly provides (potentially biased) information only on $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1)$.

Next consider the case of a randomized trial conducted as a pilot study under somewhat different conditions. Here the service may not be available to all who want it; the researchers may simply stop recruiting once they have the desired number of individuals who meet the study criteria. Denote the mean outcome for the participants by $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i = 1)$, where $R_i = 1$ indicates recruitment into the study. The target population mean change in behavior from the program if it were made readily available is given again by equation 1. However, given the recruitment setup just described, we know only the number of study volunteers, not the number of potential clients, so we are at even more of a disadvantage in trying to estimate $P_C$, the share of the target population that would use the service. Further, while randomization insures that $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i = 1)$ is a valid estimate of the effect of VCT on study participants, it may not be the same as $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1)$, the mean program effect on VCT clients. However, in the case of the multi-country study discussed above it may be reasonable to assume that study participants were fairly representative of VCT clients as a whole, since the project seems to have recruited individuals specifically for VCT (VCT Efficacy Study Group 2000a). Then $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i = 1) \sim E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 1)$ and we can write the population average treatment effect as

\[(3) \quad E(\Delta_i) = E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i = 1) \cdot [P_{R}(\delta) + P_{CN}(\delta)] + E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_i = 0) \cdot P_{NC}(\delta) \]

where $P_R$ is the share of the population recruited into the study. Eq (3) is the same as eq. 1 with $P_C$, the share of clients, divided into $P_R$ and $P_{CN}$, representing study participants and non-participants who would become clients if the service was available, respectively. Even after assuming that the mean treatment effect $E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R=1)$ on study participants is the same as it would be for VCT clients generally, we still lack information on the total number of clients $P_R + P_{CN}$, since we know only the number of recruits $P_R$. 
If as is likely the expansion of the program beyond the trials is associated with lowered costs the expected program outcome is similar to eq. (2):

\[
E(\Delta_i) = E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i=1) \cdot P_{Ri}(\delta) + E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_{1i}=1) \cdot P_{C1i}(\delta_1) + E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_{1i}=0) \cdot P_{NC1i}(\delta_1)
\]

but here we lack information on all but \(E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|R_i=1)\), the effect of the treatment on study volunteers.

Is there any means of obtaining plausible estimates of the unknown quantities in this equation or equation (2) so as to be able to predict the program outcomes of scaled up VCT? One approach is to derive bounds for possible values for \(E(Y_1)\) (see Manski 1995). To do this would in turn require hypothesizing bounds for the treatment effects of potential VCT clients under an expansion as well as for the number or share of new clients. Without more specific knowledge, especially on the share of the population that would use the service, this is likely to produce such a wide range of potential impacts as to be close to useless. However, it may be possible to do better by using additional data from the evaluation studies themselves or other sources, interpreted through plausible theoretical frameworks. These may help, for example, to sign the change in the treatment effect as the program expands. The additional information we are interested in would pertain to demand or potential demand for VCT services as well as how current VCT clients compare with non-clients in terms of characteristics that might condition responses to the program.

First we consider several alternative models of HIV testing behavior. They have in common the notion that the response to testing or counseling will differ among individuals based on characteristics (which may or may not be observed by researchers) that also affect the decision to participate in the program. One would begin by assuming that people are willing to try VCT if they expect the benefits to be greater than the costs. In addition to ending anxiety of not knowing one’s HIV status, the value of the test result is that it provides information that allows one to adjust behavior; this information can be the test result itself or the knowledge obtained in counseling on safe sex practices or on negotiating safe sex with partners. With respect to costs, as noted, for several reasons the costs of testing, broadly defined, are likely to fall as VCT services expand. Therefore we would expect that as the service expands it will attract individuals who value it progressively less (Boozer and Philipson 2000).

Why would some people place a higher value on the information provided by VCT? First, there may be differences within the population with regard to motivation for behavior change. Those who seek HIV testing or counseling when VCT is new and ‘cost’ is high may be those who would be the most motivated to use the information they obtain to adjust their behavior; hence the test has the most value for them. A reduction in cost draws in people on the margin of participation who are less interested in adjusting behavior. This suggests that changes in behavior will be largest at first and then decline as the service expands, that is \(E(Y_{1i} - \)
Y_{0i}|C_{i}=1) < E(Y_{1i} - Y_{0i}|C_{i}=1).^{6} In contrast, Boozer and Philipson (2000) emphasize, not differential motivation, but differences in uncertainty about one’s status. Two groups of people would have low uncertainty about their status: those who have engaged in so little risky behavior that they are almost certainly HIV negative and those who have engaged in so much that they feel they are very likely HIV positive. These individuals are able to adjust their behaviors more or less appropriately without having to test. On the other hand, for those who are more uncertain, pre-testing estimates of the probability of having been infected are less useful as guides to the appropriate behavior. These individuals have more to gain from testing and are more likely to make changes to behavior as a result.^{7} A VCT expansion that effectively lowers costs will bring in individuals who are less uncertain, hence are likely to change behavior by progressively smaller degrees. Hence again a decline in response at the margin would be expected.

A third possibility is that high risk individuals (rather than highly uncertain or highly motivated persons) value the service the most, because they are the ones who need to make the largest changes to behavior if they are to avoid becoming infected or infecting their partners. Thus they would have the most use for the counseling component of VCT that can assist them in developing strategies to reduce risk. Again, behavioral adjustments would decline (along with mean HIV risk) with program coverage under this scenario as lower costs draw in lower risk individuals who need to make relatively small changes to behavior. Importantly, however, where average levels of risk behavior and HIV prevalence rates are very high, many people would have room for significant behavior change so VCT coverage could extend a long way while still yielding large if diminishing treatment effects.

We next examine evidence from Africa on the risk and other characteristics of VCT participants. This may say something about the effect of VCT on those who test later in the growth of the program. Further, we still require an idea of the potential level of utilization of the program. Therefore we examine what is available on this also from the African evidence.

First, however, it is important to point out that treatment effects can change with an expansion of VCT coverage due to factors that do not involve individual heterogeneity and that are difficult to capture in surveys or individual-level evaluation studies. Significant among these factors are interactions among VCT participants or among participants and non-participants that influence how individuals respond to the program. They may, for example, make people more receptive to the behavior change messages they hear in counseling. People may be more willing to test or change behavior even without testing if they see that others around them are doing so. As VCT attains broader coverage such interactions or spillover effects will become more prevalent and if the effects are positive as just described, the effect of treatment will rise above that observed when coverage is limited. VCT advocates often note this possibility, referring to it in terms of increasing acceptability or changing norms of behavior. However, spillover effects may also be negative, reducing treatment effects as coverage expands. As individuals see larger numbers getting tested and presumably altering their behavior to reduce the risks of receiving and giving the virus, they may perceive their own risk of contracting HIV to be lower and feel less need to test at all or to alter their behavior after VCT.^{8} Finally, treatment effects can change because the treatment itself is heterogeneous. A particularly relevant example of this in a scaling
up scenario in African contexts is where shortages of resources such as skilled personnel begin to be felt, reducing the quality of the service hence also its efficacy in changing behavior.

Characteristics of VCT clients

It is often argued that VCT attracts individuals who are at high HIV risk relative to the general population. In the multi-country VCT study, baseline data confirm that clients were engaged in risky behaviors and had high levels of self-reported STD symptoms, though these characteristics were not compared to data for the population overall. 15% of men in the Kenya site and 12% of men in Tanzania tested HIV positive (Balmer et al. 2000; Sangiwa et al. 2000). For women, rates of infection were very high (27% and 30%) and especially high for women not enrolling as part of a couple. In Uganda, in the relatively large-scale AIC program, 24% of individual testers were seropositive in 1997 though only 7% of couples tested positive (UNAIDS 1999; note that many of these couples came in for pre-marital testing, a group for which seropositivity is very low). Again the rates for women were much higher than for men: 26% vs. 14%. Among male factory workers in a study in Zimbabwe in 1993-97 (Machekano et al. 2000), 20% of those who agreed to be tested (about one third of eligible workers) were seropositive.

How do these rates compare to the population overall in the study contexts? Seropositivity rates for men in the Kenya and Tanzania centers of the multi-site study are not higher than published estimates for the urban population from about the same time (World Bank 1999 Appendix Table 1). They are clearly much higher for women, however—a pattern also observed in a more recent Tanzania study (Chu et al. 2004). This was also seen in Uganda, where female seropositivity rates were very high but male VCT clients had a seropositivity rate (14%) that was closer to the estimated population rate. A different study in Kenya (Forsythe et al. 2002) found that HIV prevalence among VCT clients at two rural sites was generally lower than population estimates for the surrounding areas, but the opposite pattern obtained at an urban site. In the study of Zimbabwe factory workers, the men volunteering to test appear to have been at no higher risk—and quite possibly at lower risk—than the general population at that time in that location. Of course, when the population in general engages in high levels of risky behavior and HIV prevalence exceeds 15 or 20%, even reaching, and reducing risk behavior among, those at mean risk can significantly reduce new infections.

In a rare population-based study of VCT in Rakai, rural Uganda (Nyblade et al. 2000) VCT services were offered to all individuals either in their homes or in a nearby clinic. There was no correlation of behavioral risk indicators and the decision to accept VCT services offered in either the home or a clinic, and for women HIV positive status (tested at baseline for the main Rakai STD/HIV study) was negatively associated with the decision to test. In urban Zambia, another population based survey offered VCT to all respondents (Fylkesnes and Siziya 2004). ‘Readiness’ for VCT (stating an interest in using the service offered) was associated with perceived HIV risk among 15-24 years olds and poor self-rated health (possibly perceived as an indicator of AIDS) among 24-49 year olds. However, there was no significant association of readiness and actual HIV status (as in Rakai, measured as part of the survey and separately from the VCT study). Therefore in these two cases in which there was direct information on HIV
status from probability samples, VCT did not attract those at relatively high risk as measured by serostatus itself.\textsuperscript{9}

The evidence shows, therefore, that VCT attracts high-risk individuals (relative to the population) in some contexts but not in others, hence overall suggests the need for a nuanced view of the risk categories of testers.\textsuperscript{10} The much higher rates for female compared with male clients or volunteers at several sites—too large to be reflective of actual gender differences in the general adult population—is a clue that self-selection is very important, at least for women. The researchers for the Tanzania site suggested that the center may have attracted widows who believed their husbands had died of AIDS and wanted to see if they themselves had been infected (Sangiwa et. al. 2000). An alternative but not incompatible explanation is that the implicit costs of testing are higher for women. They probably have more to lose in terms of the stability of their partnerships from testing (if observed or discovered by their spouses) or from stigma generally. If they are less mobile, it may be harder for them to find ways to test discretely. If so, only women who place a very high value on the information provided may be willing to seek VCT, and as noted above, this may be individuals who are at particularly high risk.

Does the evidence just described provide insight into the marginal impacts on efficacy of a scaling up? Unfortunately, not very much. In some cases the evidence is consistent with idea of selection based on above-average HIV risk, but in other cases the situation is less clear. If it is not just high(est) risk individuals who use VCT, other factors, such as heterogeneity in motivation for behavior change or in uncertainty about one’s status, may be at play. When selection occurs on these characteristics, changes in the effect of the program on behavior as VCT scales up are impossible to predict from existing data since unlike reported risk behaviors, we lack knowledge of the distribution of these characteristics in the population. Overall, the consideration of the evidence does not take us very far beyond \textit{a priori} reasoning, which as noted generally points to a decline (at some unknown rate) in behavioral adjustments with an expansion.

\textit{Uptake of VCT}

What about the potential level of utilization of VCT when availability increases—either $P_C(\delta)$ in eq. (1) or $P_C(\delta_i)$ in eq. (2)? Some anecdotal evidence points to high demand at specific VCT centers, but others observers note that utilization of existing services in Africa has been disappointing (Fylkesnes 2000). To understand the demand for VCT we require data from population-based probability samples that include information on testing behavior. However, since VCT remains difficult to access for most people in Africa, information on testing from probability samples will usually not reveal the true demand for the service. Recent Demographic and Health Surveys in six African countries (Glick and Sahn 2004) indicate that a very large share – two-thirds or more – of individuals who do not know their status say they would like to get tested. However, the portion of adults who reported actually having been tested in these surveys was usually very low. For urban areas in several countries, notably Uganda and Zambia, rates of testing appear to be high (20\% of adults 15-49) but elsewhere and in almost all rural samples rates fall below 15\%. Given this, it is not possible to tell from the surveys how many of
those who say they would like to test in fact are actually reluctant to do so or are instead constrained by lack of access.

Therefore several recent studies that are population-based and were conducted in environments where VCT services were readily available are of particular interest. In the rural Rakai, Uganda study (Nyblade et. al. 2000), VCT services were offered to all individuals, who could choose to receive the service in their homes or at a nearby clinic. This policy experiment effectively reduced several kinds of costs associated with VCT to zero: the cost of the service itself, of transportation, and (by offering home testing and counseling) of risks to confidentiality associated with using a public facility. Despite significant outreach, the level of demand in the initial year of the program (1995/5) was not very high—32% of women and 35% of men agreed to receive their test results. However, this jumped to 65% for both sexes in 1999/2000 (Matovu et. al. 2002), though it should be noted that this is conditional on having agreed in the first place to give a blood sample (78% of respondents).

In the urban Zambia study (Fylkesnes 2004), participants who had indicated ‘readiness’ to be tested were randomly assigned to receive VCT at either a clinic or in a setting chosen by the participant that included home counseling as one option. The mode of delivery mattered greatly: 56% of the group offered the choice of location used the service (most preferring home counseling) compared with only 12% in the clinic-only arm. However, even in the group with higher acceptability, only about 18% of the original sample went ahead with testing and counseling (i.e., both indicated readiness and actually used the service). This is lower than uptake in the rural Rakai study. However, as in Rakai, there is evidence of increasing acceptability of VCT. The acceptability of clinic-based VCT, while quite low (12%) was several times greater than found for a population-based study in the same setting conducted three years earlier.

In both studies, not only was VCT readily available to participants, costs were deliberately made very low in terms of time, money, and risk of loss of privacy. Therefore the results should provide an indication of the value of $P_{C1}(\delta_1)$, the coverage that can be achieved by an expanded program with significantly reduced costs. In this sense the results are mixed with regard to the potential demand for, and hence the public health impact of, scaled up/low cost VCT. The rural Rakai results seem dramatic but the urban Zambia results less so. Both studies suggest that the mode of service delivery is a crucial determinant of acceptability, reflecting concerns about confidentiality and perhaps also a general lack of faith in local health service quality. However, the home-based testing and counseling model evaluated in Rakai may not be feasible on a large scale given resource limitations. Also, this study environment was unusual because of the high local level of trust in the overall research project, which had been operating for years in the sample communities. Both studies also suggest, as does anecdotal evidence from various places around the continent, that acceptability of VCT in Africa has been rising over time.

To return to the question posed above, a priori considerations and the available evidence offer some clues, but limited ones, about program outcomes for VCT after efforts are made to scale up the service. Models of testing behavior provide reasons for expecting that the
responsiveness to the program will be lower among those who are brought in as coverage expands, but it is difficult to learn much more about this from the empirical evidence. However, some of the data, such as the very different rates of HIV infection of men and women at several sites, point to the complexity of the decision to seek testing and in so doing raise the likelihood of selectivity that could be strongly conditioning responsiveness to the program. As for uptake, the evidence remains rare but indicates that demand is responsive to changes that lower effective cost. The potential for achieving broad coverage may be significant when costs are very low in terms of monetary expense, access, and risks to privacy. In settings where this was the case, use of the service (or else readiness to use it) was not associated with higher HIV risk as measured by actual serostatus. What this and the relatively high coverage achieved might mean for the marginal and average treatment effects of the intervention is not known. Hence despite some insights, ultimately we are not able to assign reliable values for the unknown terms in the equations for the outcomes of expanded VCT programs.

4. Future Directions for VCT Evaluations

As noted, randomized individual level efficacy analyses on study participants can have high internal validity but low external validity, and they do not provide information on uptake. Hence further VCT evaluations using this approach are unlikely to fill the gaps in knowledge identified above. More promising is the use of appropriate statistical methods on non-experimental data. Plausible behavioral models discussed in the last section suggest the existence of individual heterogeneity in response to the intervention that is also related to the decision to participate in VCT. Although heterogeneity may be captured by observable factors, i.e., characteristics recorded in survey questionnaires, more generally it will also reflect factors that are not measured by surveys. Because of this, instrumental variable methods are required. Research in recent years has focused on the appropriate interpretation of IV estimates when heterogeneity in the effects of programs exists and is related to participation. This literature has shown (Imbens and Angrist 1994; Heckman 2001) that under these conditions standard IV estimates only measure the effect of treatment on those who are induced to enter the program by the change in the instrumental variable employed; hence they do not yield either the average treatment effect or marginal treatment effects of a particular policy unless the policy exactly corresponds to the change in the instrumental variable (e.g., price) observed in the existing data. Recently, however, Heckman and colleagues (Heckman and Vytlacil forthcoming; Carneio, Heckman and Vytlacil 2003) have proposed more general estimators that are not subject to this limitation, permitting estimation of the effects of relevant potential policies that change the level of program participation.

These tools hold promise for addressing the questions motivating this paper. Still, a stumbling block is the possibility of social interactions among individuals and general equilibrium effects noted earlier, which are problematic for causal inferences in analysis conducted at the individual level. A strategy that is better placed to deal with these concerns is community level randomization. Policy experiments using community randomization are increasingly being applied to health and education interventions in developing countries, including interventions to reduce STDS and HIV (Miguel and Kremer 2003; Wawer et. al. 1998). Program outcomes are measured as the difference in mean outcomes in intervention and
control communities, estimated from probability samples that included treated and non-treated individuals. Randomization over communities rather than individuals would provide direct estimates of average program outcomes in the target population for VCT, incorporating both uptake and efficacy and sideskipping the problem of self-selection into treatment. These outcome measures capture the effects of interactions among agents that may influence outcomes among program participants as well as among those who do not participate, and also will capture community level general equilibrium effects. There are of course drawbacks as well, notably with respect to organizational complexity and cost, especially given the number of control and treatment communities that is typically required. The approach is difficult to carry out within urban areas since individuals may more easily travel from control to treatment communities to seek the intervention, contaminating the experiment. It is also probably too blunt and costly to be used to fine tune counseling strategies.

The design of community level experiments should recognize the likelihood that HIV testing will eventually be available in one form or another on a wide scale. Therefore it would probably not be very useful, and may be unethical, to have control communities receiving no testing of any kind. Rather, study arms should receive different modes of service delivery. This can answer important questions about both public health impacts and public sector costs of different kinds of VCT options that are likely to differ greatly in terms of the resources required—a highly germane issue for Africa in view of severe financial and personnel resource shortfalls.

For example, high coverage was achieved in Rakai through in-home counseling services, but this is expensive. A more feasible option in many settings would be to set up community-based services using trained non-professionals, or to provide mobile testing sites. Communities featuring these delivery modes could be compared to communities receiving the service in a standard health clinic setting. Another, quite controversial, policy option currently being debated is to expand the numbers getting testing by conducting routine or ‘mandatory’ testing of anyone entering a health center or hospital (see UNAIDS 2004 and Holbrooke and Furman 2004 for opposing views). An experiment should be feasible to set up if the health authority was willing to institute mandatory testing in several health districts in a pilot study.

Finally, in the coming years access to life-prolonging anti-retroviral (ARV) drugs will become a reality for many Africans with HIV/AIDS. As discussed further below, this may have important implications for the demand for testing and its effects on behavior. Given resource and logistical constraints, the introduction of testing sites providing the drugs undoubtedly will be staggered (in fact this is exactly what is happening now): the drugs will initially be available in certain areas and not others. The latter can form natural ‘late treatment’ controls during the period for which ARVs are still unavailable in them. Since these communities would be receiving the extant standard of care, the ethical concerns that might arise in the experiment are avoided or reduced.16

5. Implications for expansion of couples vs. individual testing

Proponents of scaling up VCT argue not just for an expansion of the service but an increasing orientation toward testing of couples. This is based on the evidence cited above that
behavior change is greater when people test in couples than when testing as individuals, particularly when the partners are serodiscordant. Therefore VCT programs should make special efforts to attract couples (UNAIDS 2001; Painter 2002). However, the impacts on HIV transmission of such a strategy will depend on how successful it is at bringing couples in to test, as well as on whether and how the effects of VCT on risk behaviors of couples changes with the expansion of coverage.

It is difficult to assess the demand for couples or ‘joint partner’ testing simply by looking at the composition of clients or study participants in existing VCT evaluations, because many of the interventions studied went out of their way to recruit couples or (as in the VCT efficacy study) insured by design a given mix of couples and individuals. However, a number of studies point to a strong reluctance on the part of many to test with their partners. In the Zimbabwe study of factory workers (Machekano et. al. 2000), only 7% of the men who tested brought in their partners for testing, despite efforts to make this convenient for them. A study of VCT sites in several Southern African countries reports that typically few couples came in for testing, despite efforts to encourage couples to test (UNAIDS 2001). In Lusaka, couples testing found very few takers (Baggaley et. al. 1997). These impressions of low demand sit uneasily with the evidently high responsiveness to the intervention of couples who do come in. Is the latter a reflection of particularly strong self-selection?

One barrier to more couples testing may be that many African women who would like to have themselves and their partners tested lack the power to get their partners to go along. Suggesting a joint test may indicate that they harbor suspicions that their partners have outside relationships, which itself could have negative repercussions. For a partner (male or female) who has outside relationships, (Glick 2004) notes that the costs of joint testing may be higher than testing singly due to information asymmetries between partners. Agreeing to or suggesting joint testing may be tantamount to revealing an external relationship not previously known to the other partner. With joint (or more generally, ‘partner-observed’) testing, this cost is always incurred by the first partner, even if the test turns out to be negative. Hence even an individual who is altruistic in the sense of being willing to inform his partner if the result was positive (and thus also to acknowledge the infidelity) would all things equal prefer to test without the partner’s knowledge: if he tests positive, the costs to him are the same as with joint testing (reveal HIV status and the infidelity), but if the result is negative, the cost of revealing the outside relationship need not be incurred, unlike with a negative result under joint testing.

Whatever the reasons, many people obviously perceive the costs to testing with their partners to be very high. Only individuals and couples who are particularly committed to cooperate in behavior modification are likely to accept joint testing. To most observers the solution is to reduce the costs though efforts to encourage better communication and cooperation regarding behavior change between partners (UNAIDS 2001). Still, the available evidence of weak demand for couples testing points to strong self-selection. Planners should be cautious in concluding that expanding VCT programs to include a greater share of couples, for example by offering greater subsidies to couples to test, will lead to responses similar to those recorded in existing studies.
6. Implications of scaling up while making antiretroviral therapy accessible

Though the potential for meeting the total need is far from certain, it is clear that in coming years large numbers of Africans with HIV/AIDS will be provided with life-prolonging anti-retroviral drug therapies. A frequently cited secondary benefit of providing the drugs is that it will increase demand for HIV testing—after all, testing is the gateway to the therapy—thus enhancing the preventative impacts of testing or VCT (Maotti 2002). An expansion of VCT programs that occurs in the context of a scaling up of ARV distribution may therefore yield demand and prevention outcomes that are quite different than in the absence of ARVs. Here I consider what the available evidence and a priori considerations can tell us about these potential differences.

Given that in Africa the distribution of free or subsidized ARVs has only recently begun on a limited scale, the VCT evaluations reviewed above are not going to be very informative on this issue. Conceptually, however, it seems that outcomes with respect to the demand for testing would depend significantly on the criteria used for determining who is eligible for treatment. In most existing pilot sites in Africa (in particular, in South Africa, Botswana, and Uganda), as in developed countries and in accordance with recent WHO guidelines (WHO 2003b), decisions to start ARV therapy are based on an individual’s T-cell (CD4) count; even asymptomatic HIV positive persons with sufficiently low CD4 counts (below 200 cells/mm$^3$) are advised to start ARV treatment. When it comes to scaling up ARV therapy this may well prove impractical because of the costs and level of sophistication of the CD4 tests. Until cheaper CD4 testing becomes available, the only feasible basis for deciding to start therapy in HIV-positive individuals on a wide scale may be whether the person has developed symptomatic AIDS. Perhaps even more importantly, the demand for free or subsidized AIDS drugs will almost certainly outstrip supply for a long time to come. This means that they must be rationed, and the most likely way this will be done is by restricting distribution to symptomatic AIDS patients, among whom the disease has progressed the most and for whom the benefits of the therapy are the greatest.

If either of these factors prevail, only those who have already become ill with AIDS would be eligible for treatment. Using the basic conceptual framework of Section 3, ARV availability under this eligibility criterion would be predicted to have heterogeneous effects on the incentive to test, increasing it for some but decreasing it for others. The value of testing would clearly rise for those who are experiencing illnesses that they or their health care practitioners think may be AIDS-related. Such individuals will receive the drugs if they test positive. The subsequent improvement in their health will tend to make them more sexually active but also less infectious than before, so the implications for the spread of the virus is not clear. But for those who are not (or not yet) ill there is no additional incentive to test. Access to drugs that can be obtained only after one falls ill does not raise the value of the information that the test provides for those who are not ill. However, from a prevention point of view it is precisely this group—or, given the evidence on behavioral responses by serostatus, those among them who are HIV positive—that should be tested. In fact, the value of testing would fall for this group, all things equal. By effectively reducing the difference in life expectancy with and without HIV/AIDS, ARV availability reduces the cost associated with not knowing one’s status: one may be taking a risk by having unprotected sex, but the cost, in terms of possible reduction
in one’s life expectancy or that of a partner one might infect, is lower. For the same reason, risk behavior adjustments of those who do test may be smaller.

From a prevention standpoint, if making ARV therapy available does not increase the demand for testing among sexually active individuals who are either HIV negative or (especially) pre-symptomatic HIV positive, it is unlikely to make VCT any more effective at prevention than it would be otherwise. This suggests a potential tradeoff between the objectives of allocating scarce drugs only to those who need it most, on the one hand, and of increasing the demand for testing by offering drugs to at least some individuals who are infected but not yet sick on the other.

The only evidence so far on any of this consists essentially of informal reports from pilot ARV sites (AIDSMAP 2004; Mpiima S et al. 2003, WHO 2003c). Apparently confounding the a priori considerations just outlined, they suggest a surge in the numbers of individuals seeking testing that is clearly related to the introduction of the drugs. The precise reasons for this are not clear but are important to learn. Clearly the most favorable explanation from a public health perspective is that the possibility of treatment, even down the line, reduces the stigma and fear of learning one’s status and encourages even apparently healthy individuals to come forward.18 Another is that in most of these pilot sites, even asymptomatic people have an incentive to test since they can still receive the drugs if their CD4 count meets the criteria. A third possibility is that individuals are not yet aware of the criteria for treatment and believe they can receive the treatment even if they are not yet ill. Finally, a fourth possibility is that most people coming to test are ill with AIDS-related symptoms, so that demand has not really increased among the apparently healthy. There is a suggestion that this characterizes the Botswana experience (UNAIDS 2003 p. 13). To be able to predict whether the apparent strongly positive impact of ARV availability on VCT uptake will be replicated as the programs are scaled up, it is important to know the composition by HIV and morbidity status of those demanding testing at these sites, their expectations concerning access to the drugs, and the criteria that will be used to determine eligibility when the program is expanded and supply constraints begin to be felt. It should also be clear that there is a need for new rigorous assessments of VCT demand and impacts in settings where ARVs are available.

7. Conclusions

This paper has emphasized the difficulty of inferring program outcomes from existing evaluations of VCT efficacy in Africa when potential uptake or acceptability is not known and behavioral responses at the margin may change significantly as the availability of VCT increases. Because of the importance of these factors, reductions in risk behaviors reported in these studies may have limited relevance for inferring the outcomes from a scaled up program that attempts to achieve broad coverage. Even individual level randomized trials may have low external validity, hence may not provide meaningful estimates of behavioral outcomes under an expanded program. A key problem is that expansion is likely to be associated with significantly reduced costs (broadly defined) to using the service, and this will draw in new participants who are likely to respond differently than existing ones who presumably value the service more highly. Simple but plausible models of testing behavior raise the possibility that treatment effects will become smaller as coverage expands. The strongest changes in behavior in VCT evaluations have been
observed for (serodiscordant) partners who test together. However, this is also the case where self-selection in program participation seems to operate most strongly, suggesting the need for caution in predicting the prevention impacts of a strategy of targeting VCT to couples.

Ultimately a review of existing evaluations and consideration of other available data (such as on uptake) leaves us unable to reliably predict program outcomes. If this conclusion is unsurprising, it serves as a reminder of the need to be humble about what we can say about VCT prevention impacts based on the information we have. Future evaluation efforts would benefit from either more sophisticated non-experimental methods or, optimally, community randomized designs to avoid the limitations inherent in clinical or simple observational studies. VCT (or at least, testing) on a significantly expanded scale is inevitable in most African countries, and can be justified by a number of reasons other than simply prevention. For policy makers in these countries, the question is now how to achieve the greatest impact with limited resources. Evaluation efforts could therefore be profitably directed at comparing outcomes from different modes of service delivery, which may differ significantly in terms of costs to governments or donors.

Future efforts should also be directed as assessing the demand for and impacts of VCT in contexts where anti-retroviral drug therapies are made available. The implications of drug availability for the demand for testing among individuals who are not ill but are at risk (of giving or getting the virus) may depend significantly on the criteria adopted for determining eligibility for the drugs. Therefore careful evaluation of the effects on VCT demand—and its impacts—of expanding access to drug therapies under specific eligibility rules is needed.
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Endnotes

1 Terminology is not always consistent in the evaluation literature, so it should be emphasized that “program outcomes” as used here refers to the target population impacts of programs, not to the effects of VCT observed among study participants, which is what the existing VCT efficacy studies measure. In most discussions in African contexts the target population for expanded VCT includes all sexually active adults.

2 Simple economic behavioral models suggest that negative testers should take greater steps to protect themselves, since HIV negative persons have a longer life expectancy, hence more to lose from risky behaviors that could lead to infection. Glick (2004) suggests two reasons for a lack of reductions in their risk behaviors: first, a negative test result leads individuals to revise downward the estimated probability that their partners(s) are HIV positive, hence also their risk of becoming infected by their partners; second, ‘altruistic’ individuals who test negative may increase or at least not reduce risky behavior because they realize they are less of a danger to others.

3 We make this assumption here but as discussed below such indirect effects may exist.

4 They may also use the service more intensively, that is, get tested more than once or more frequently. This complication is ignored here.

5 This may smack of excessively economistic logic, but as already seen, ‘costs’ can be considered broadly enough to encompass non-economic factors such as stigma or fear and the same is true of benefits.

6 On the other hand, it is possible that more highly motivated or knowledgeable people have already made significant adjustments to their behavior prior to coming in for VCT so have fewer changes to make.

7 Among those who ex ante condition their behavior on an (accurately estimated) infection probability that is close to one or the other extreme, say 0.10 or .85, behavior on average is already close to what it would be if actual status was known. The greatest uncertainty is for those whose expected probability falls midway between the extremes of 0 and 1: for example, for those whose estimated probability of being HIV positive is 0.5, the mean difference between estimated and actual status (which must be 0 or 1) will be 0.5. These individuals have the most to gain from testing and will make on average the largest adjustments to behavior following testing.

8 This can be interpreted as a general equilibrium effect: by reducing the average risks of infection and loss of future utility due to early death, increasing numbers of people testing and practicing safe sex lowers the ‘price’ to an individual of having more partners or unprotected sex.

9 Among adolescents and young adults especially, high-risk behaviors may not yet have resulted in high rates of HIV infection, so HIV status itself may actually be a less informative measure of HIV risk than behaviors. On the other hand, if as some the evidence indicates, only HIV positive individuals change their behavior after VCT, then HIV status is the more relevant indicator of the target group for the intervention for any age category.

10 The fact that until fairly recently same day test results were not available provides additional evidence on the tenuousness of the link between HIV risk and the demand for testing. A number of studies from Africa (Cartoux et. al. 1998; Temmerman et. al. 1995) showed that individuals who tested HIV positive were less likely than those who tested negative to return to the VCT site to learn their results.

11 Testing and counseling in the home allows one to avoid being seen going to a clinic for a test and insures against misuse of client records by staff at clinics. On the other hand, it makes it harder to test without knowledge of one’s partner or other family members.

12 With regard specifically to monetary aspects of cost, the contingent valuation study from Kenya of Forsythe et. al. (2002) provides evidence (though only for current VCT clients) of significant sensitivity to price.
Though the paper by Fylkesnes (2004) described above is a randomized study that provides information on preferred mode of service delivery among those who are interested in testing.

Though surveys can and should attempt to make some relevant unobservables ‘observable’, for example, surveys can collect information on perceptions on individual HIV risk.

Interactions among program participants that influence outcomes violate the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) described by Rubin (1990), making causal inferences invalid in individual level studies.

There are other important policy questions that could in principle be addressed through community level experiments but would likely prove very costly. One concerns the appropriate role of VCT in the context of expansion of other programs such as public HIV/AIDS mass media campaigns. This as well as general secular changes in attitudes toward risky sexual behavior may mean that the marginal impacts on behavior of VCT (hence also the social return to public investments in VCT services) will fall, to the extent that behavior change is being achieved already by these other means.

Exceptions are likely. Some apparently healthy individuals would have an incentive to test if there is program leakage such that some who test positive are able illicitly to pay for access to subsidized drugs and begin therapy early. Also, the program will attract some individuals who believe they have AIDS related illnesses but turn out not to be ill with AIDS.

Consistent with this idea, surveys of commuters suggested that residents of Khayelitsha in Cape Town, where ARVS have been introduced, had more positive attitudes toward testing than in other areas throughout South Africa (see CADRE 2002).